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Many previous studies of unbinding kinetics have focused on a two-state model, with fully-bonded and free
states, which may not extend to more complicated biopolymer dynamics involving other reactions. Here
we address the kinetic rate of this process at the segment level, as it is influenced by a growing dangling
end of the chain. We use the mean first-passage time approach, and treat the polymer as a chain attached
to a wall through a succession of spring potentials, with two distinct regions of bonded and free segments.
The interaction between the wall and free-moving chain end adds an entropic repulsion to this process. We
estimate the average monomer detachment rate K as a function of the free dangling length L. For flexible
polymer, we find an acceleration factor in the average detachment rate depending on L and the details of
the spring bond; when L is long, this factor is a simple ratio of its breaking distance to the natural bond
length. For semi-flexible filament, we examine the regime where L is shorter than persistence length Lp, as
the limit opposite to the flexible chain. An enhancing factor also appears, speeding up the filament unbinding
when free length grows; for a long rigid rod, this factor becomes 2, independently of the bond details. We
also examine the total unbinding time of an irreversible detaching process by integrating (1/K) over polymer
length, and discover that its power-law scaling with chain length is smaller than one, over the commonly-seen
range of polymer size.
I. INTRODUCTION
Detachment of adsorbed polymers from surface is a
fundamental kinetic process.1–7, and has been an impor-
tant problem due to its frequent involvement in biolog-
ical systems such as single biopolymers attached to cell
membrane4,8,9. This polymer-surface system is also rele-
vant in unzipping of two multiply bonded polymer chains
or filaments such as microtubule filaments, known as one
of the main components of the cellular network control-
ling their length through an unbinding and dissociation
process10–12. Therein, one of the two laterally-bonded
filaments are usually treated as a hard wall, respect-
ing the fact that two filaments cannot penetrate each
other. Due to an increasing impact of single-molecule
techniques, such as atomic force microscopy and optical
tweezers, experiment is able to investigate thermodynam-
ics and kinetics of single biopolymers13–16, accordingly
attracting theoretical interest to the underlying physics
of sequential unbinding.
Although many of the previous studies have ex-
amined kinetics of unbinding the whole chain at-
tached to a hard surface and unzipping of two bonded
filaments7,11,13,17–19, they mostly applied the two-state
transition kinetic theory, considering a fully-bonded and
a fully-unzipped states with a transition barrier to cross.
The task became to describe the transition state: solv-
ing a Schro¨dinger-like equation of the end-end separa-
tion distance13,14 or the filament-shape equation with
the bonded length being the free energy minimization
parameter18. The kinetic rate constant of unzipping is
then determined by the Arrhenius activation law, propor-
tional to the Boltzmann factor of barrier-crossing. Little
effort was put into understanding the unbinding kinet-
ics of individual monomers or chain segments during the
detachment process.
This two-state simplification is somewhat unrealistic in
biological phenomena, which are usually quite dynamic
and accompanied by various side reactions before the en-
tire chain fully unbinds from its substrate. Although Pa-
turej and coworkers7 derived an evolution equation for
the unbound length by using a blob-trumpet picture of
the polymer shape, it is still not applicable to incorporate
the effect of accompanying reactions, as surely the inclu-
sion of other reactions will change their evolution equa-
tion, and the new equation may be hard to find. In fact,
a trend of applying the master kinetic equation method
has been growing in the biopolymer area20–23. Therein,
the evolution of the entire system is governed by many
step-by-step reactions, described through a set of kinetic
equations. This has the benefit to allow other possible
intervening reactions contribute to this dynamic process.
In this sense, unbinding of the entire chain will be treated
as a monomer-by-monomer process, with each polymer
state characterized by the length of the free unbound
segment. It is therefore indispensable to find the aver-
age detachment rate constant at this monomer/segment-
level during unbinding process of all bonded monomers,
instead of using the full-filament view.
Here we address the unbinding problem at the seg-
ment level, specifically focusing on finding the monomer
detachment rate. We consider a polymer chain laterally
bonded to a hard surface. The unbinding process occurs
from one end, and proceeds continuously by one segment
at a time, without jumping (the segment will not break-
off, if the previous neighbor has not yet done so). Hence,
there are only two distinct regions along the polymer,
bonded and detached (the latter of the length L), see
Fig. 1(A) and Fig. 3(A) below for illustration.
Under this scenario, the detached chain segments freely
explore the space above the wall, subject to thermal mo-
2tion and the grafting constraint. This contributes ad-
ditional entropic effect to the unbinding kinetics. Many
previous studies have reported such an entropic effect due
to spatial confinement, in dynamics of flexible polymers24
and glassy colloids25, in desorption kinetics of polymeric
surfactants (diblock copolymers) which forms a mono-
laymer with many brushes pointing out normal to the
surface1, and in stiff semi-flexible chain systems26–28.
Nevertheless, this effect has not been explored in unzip-
ping kinetics. Here, our goal is to study this entropic ef-
fect on the step-by-step unbinding kinetic rate constant
in two distinct cases: for a flexible chain and for a semi-
flexible filament.
We will not consider a more complicated situation
where some of the segments along the free unbound chain
may have re-attached back onto the surface, forming
loops on the dangling chain. Our aim in this paper is
purely to calculate the rate constant to detach the last-
bonded monomer with a free dangling chain without re-
attachment The purpose is to establish some of the un-
binding rate constants required for applying the master
equation method to describe dynamics of fully detaching
an adsorbed polymer at the surface.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II A, we
review the previous studies of entropic repulsion be-
tween the wall and the grafted polymer, and obtain
the effective potential along the unbinding coordinate,
essentially making it a one-dimensional problem. In
Sec. II B, we introduce the mean first-passage time
(MFTP) method29,30 in order to find out the average
detachment rate of the last bonded monomer in this con-
text. This general method is widely applied in polymer
reaction theories31,32; the unbinding rate we obtain has
a geometric pre-factor, erf(c/2Rg)/erf(a/2Rg), increas-
ing the escape rate of a harmonically-bonded particle,
where a is the natural bond length, Rg is the radius of
gyration of the unbound dangling chain segment, and c
is the bond-breaking length. For a very long unbound
chain, this pre-factor reduces to (c/a).
In Sec. III A, we consider a discrete semi-flexible fil-
ament, with bending penalty described by the Kratky-
Porod model33. In the case where the unbound chain
length L is shorter than the persistence length Lp, we
treat the unbound chain as a rigid rod that rotates above
the wall about the point of last bonded monomer. The
effective entropic potential is obtained in a similar way
as in Sec. II A, i.e. by integrating over the available ori-
entations of the rod. Even for such a simplified model,
the MFPT analysis becomes algebraically difficult. In
Sec. III B, we use an interpolation by first finding analyt-
ical approximations in the two limiting case: without the
rod and with a very long rigid rod, and then spanning be-
tween the two limits. The resultant detaching rate again
has an acceleration factor depending on the rod length:{
1/2 + 1/[2 + (3L/
√
bLp)]
}−1
, where b is the monomer
size. For a long rod (yet when the condition L < Lp
still holds), this factor reduces to 2, independently of the
details of the lateral bond. In Sec. IV, we explore the
full process of irreversible unbinding, and the power-law
scaling of the total unbinding time with the chain length,
by summing the monomer detachment time along the fil-
ament length. Trying to keep the logic and the results
clear, we move complex mathematical derivations into
Appendices.
II. FLEXIBLE CHAIN
First we consider a flexible polymer34 composed of two
different regions, bonded to the substrate and freely dan-
gling, and represent it by the ideal bead-spring model as
illustrated in Fig. 1(A). The freely dangling unzipped re-
gion starts from one grafted point, and goes along the
remaining polymer backbone. The monomers in this
region can move around through thermal fluctuations,
while respecting the hard-wall constraint. The other re-
gion consists of monomers bonded to the wall through
an attractive spring potential, with its minimum sitting
at the bond length a away from the wall. These bonded
monomers are initially equally spaced by the segment
(Kuhn) length b in the longitudinal direction, giving the
initial fully-bonded state. For simplicity, yet capturing
the physical essence, the individual bonded monomers
are only allowed to move perpendicular to the wall along
z axis. The lateral bond with the wall is assumed bro-
ken, when the particle reaches the bond-breaking dis-
tance denoted as c. We focus only on the last grafted
monomer that is about to detach, with the rest of the
bonded monomers assumed to be immobilized in their
equilibrium positions in the spring potential.
Let us estimate the average time for this last bonded
monomer (initially at z = a) to reach the bond-breaking
distance c for the first time, and find how it changes with
the length L of the dangling end. In order to achieve this,
the first thing is to find the ‘effective potential’ along
the z direction that this last bonded particle experiences,
which consists of the harmonic potential of the bond,
k(z − a)2/2, and an entropic effect from the interaction
between the detached chain segments and the wall.
The detached chain is treated as an ideal flexible chain
of N springs with (N + 1) monomers (L = Nb), with
the propagator function GN (r, r
′) between end positions
at r and r′, described by the ‘diffusion equation’34, with
the initial condition GN (r, r
′) = δ(r − r′) at N = 0:
∂GN (r, r
′)
∂N
=
b2
6
∇2GN (r, r′) ; GN (r, r′) ∝ e
−3(r−r′)2
2Nb2 ,
(1)
Without the reflecting wall, Eq. (1) has a standard Gaus-
sian solution shown on the right of the equation.
A. The effective potential
The presence of an impenetrable wall imposes a bound-
ary condition at z = 0. The exact form of this boundary
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FIG. 1. (A) Cartoon of a flexible chain partially attached to a
hard wall, with detached chain free to fluctuate. Our focus is
on the kinetics of the tag monomer (shown in red), while the
rest of the bonded monomers are immobilized. The imaged
chain is shown in dashed lines, with one end imaged from r′
across the surface, yet the other end fixed at the tag monomer.
Note that this imaged chain inevitably crosses the surface and
is therefore a forbidden configuration that we need to exclude
in calculating the number of chain configurations which obey
the hard-wall boundary condition. (B) Plot of the effective
potential Vfl (logarithmic scale) against z, with the detached
length N = 0, 2, 5, and 150 (increasing along the arrow). The
monomer starts from the the length a and breaks the bond
when reaching z = c (here taken as c = 2a). The minimum
of this effective potential, z∗, moves farther away from the
equilibrium bond length a due to the entropic repulsion, as
N increases.
condition is non-trivial, as simulations35 showed. Many
of the important theoretical studies36–38 all used an ‘ex-
clusion’ condition GN (r, r
′) = 0 at the wall (z = 0),
meaning that a flexible chain strongly prefers not to
touch the surface. This is an effect of configurational
entropy of a long chain, examined first by DiMarzio39 by
counting restricted chain configurations, and then by Ed-
wards and Freed40 by estimating the entropic repulsive
force if the chain were pushed into a wall. It is in stark
contrast with the ‘zero-flux’ condition on the repulsive
wall that individual (colloid) particles experience.
To solve Eq. (1) with exclusion boundary condition,
one can apply the ‘image’ principle originally introduced
by Smoluchowski41 in the diffusion-type problems. There
is a subtlety here: the ‘image’ chain shares the same
grafting point r with the real chain. It is only the other
end of the chain that is reflected across the wall, being
at the position (x′, y′,−z′), as shown in Fig. 1(A), with
the chain adopting an arbitrary configuration between
these fixed ends. All such ‘image’ configurations are, in
fact, forbidden, because it inevitably crosses the wall at
a certain segment as can be seen in Fig. 1(A). Its contri-
bution therefore needs to be subtracted from the original
unconstrained propagator, giving the constrained solu-
tion GCN (r, r
′) as:
GCN (r,r
′) =
(
3
2piNb2
)3/2
exp
(
−3
[
(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2]
2Nb2
)
×
[
exp
(
−3(z − z
′)2
2Nb2
)
− exp
(
−3(z + z
′)2
2Nb2
)]
. (2)
Since the detached chain has one freely-fluctuating
end, we integrate Eq. (2) over r′, counting all the possi-
ble detached-chain configurations, while leaving z as the
only spatial variable for this propagator (note that the
monomer is assumed to move only along z direction; x
and y do not come into play and are set to be zero):
ZCN (z)=
∫ ∞
−∞
dx′
∫ ∞
−∞
dy′
∫ ∞
0
dz′GCN (r, r
′)= erf
(
z
2Rg
)
, (3)
where {erf} is the error function, and Rg =
√
Nb2/6,
is known as the radius of gyration. As expected, ZCN
equals to zero when the grafted monomer touches the
wall, and increases when moving away from the wall. At
large separation, this term reaches a plateau, entailing
that an entropic repulsion is only observed near the wall.
Equation (3) has been used in similar polymer systems,
on different topics, all dedicated to understanding the
entropic effect arising from the wall38,42,43.
The effective potential that the last bonded monomer
experiences is the combination of a spring (bond) poten-
tial and an entropic contribution to free energy:
Vfl(z) =
k
2
(z − a)2 − kBT ln
[
erf
(
z
2Rg
)]
. (4)
For practical bonded polymers in biological systems,
the bond length a is usually of the same magnitude of
the segment length b, while the bond-breaking distance
c normally sits between 2b and 3b. The characteristic
energy per monomer depends on the type of physical in-
teraction, and could vary between 20 kBT for stronger
hydrogen bonds to around 5 kBT for weaker hydrophobic
interaction, when kBT is the room temperature
13,44,45.
For illustration, let us set a = b = 1 nm, c = 2 nm, and
choose the spring constant k value such that the bond
energy, k(c− a)2/2 = 5 kBT . Then Fig. 1(B) shows the
variation of effective potential with z, with increasing de-
tached length N . Note that in this plot we have vertically
shifted the potential Vfl at different N values, in order to
have the same value at z = c for clearer comparison. As
N increases, the equilibrium length of the bond, z∗, is
driven away from the wall: a stronger entropic repulsion
appears as the detached length increases, while at N = 0,
the effective potential is simply the spring on its own.
B. Mean first-passage time and detachment rate
The MFPT technique is a well-known method in statis-
tical mechanics30, used to estimate the time for the par-
ticle to first reach the adsorbing boundary, starting from
4a specified initial position. Here, our detachment system
projects into a one-dimensional problem (along the de-
taching direction z) for the last bonded monomer, with
one adsorbing boundary at z = c (after the monomer
breaks the bond, we do not account for a possible re-
bonding as we are interested in finding the detachment
rate only) and a hard wall boundary condition at z = 0,
while the monomer initially starts at z = a (at the mini-
mum of the bond potential). For this system, MFPT has
a rather simple integral form:
τ =
1
D
∫ c
a
dz eVeff (z)/kBT
(∫ z
0
dx e−Veff (x)/kBT
)
, (5)
where Veff is the effective potential, and is given in Eq. (4)
for a flexible chain and Eq. (13) for a semi-flexible fila-
ment. For the flexible chain, D is the bare diffusion co-
efficient of the single fluctuating monomer. Note that all
the boundary and initial positions appear in the integral
limits. When we insert Eq. (4) into the MFPT expres-
sion, the resultant integrals are difficult to calculate di-
rectly. However, we can obtain a good approximation by
assuming a large spring constant k, which turns out to
be reasonable for practical biopolymer systems with the
bond energy of 5 kBT per monomer, or above. We will
show the comparison of the numerical and approximated
results, after we derive them, to justify this assumption
later, see Fig. 2(B).
The first/inside integral in Eq. (5) is estimated by us-
ing the saddle point approximation. The saddle point z∗
is given by the equation:
(z∗ − a) = kBT exp
(−z∗2/4R2g)√
pi kRgerf (z∗/2Rg)
, (6)
which is not analytically solvable. But the shift (z∗ − a)
becomes small when the restoring coefficient k increases,
which may be checked by examining the large-Rg case
and obtaining (z∗−a) ∝ k−1. Under the large-k assump-
tion, we take the saddle point z∗ ≈ a, neglect the small
correction added to k in the quadratic coefficient of the
expansion, and further replace the upper limit of the first
integral with∞, as the inside exponential function decays
sharply away from the saddle point. The first integral
then becomes: erf (a/2Rg)
∫∞
0
e−k(x−a)
2/2kBT dx . In this
way, we decouple the two integrals in Eq. (5). The second
integral clearly has its major contribution from around
z = c, see Fig. 1(B). We substitute −kBT ln[erf(c/2Rg)]
for the entropic term in the effective potential of Eq. (4),
resulting in the factor 1/erf(c/2Rg) in the second inte-
gral. Altogether, the mean detachment rate Kfl of the
N th segment, namely the inverse of the MFPT, takes
the form:
Kfl ≈ erf (c/2Rg)
erf (a/2Rg)
D∫ c
a
e
k(z−a)2
2kBT dz
∫∞
0
e
−k(x−a)2
2kBT dx
≈ erf (c/2Rg)
erf (a/2Rg)
 D(c− a)k3/2√2pi (kBT )3/2 [1 + kBTk(c−a)2 ]e−k(c−a)
2/2kBT
 , (7)
where Rg =
√
Nb2/6, and the integrals in the bracket
of the first line represent, in fact, is the detachment rate
K0fl for the monomer with a strong spring potential of
attaching to the wall, without any effect of the detached
chain (at Rg = 0). The analytic approximation of the
average escape rate for such a harmonic system is well-
known in textbooks30,46. We hence skip the derivation
of K0fl and present the final form for our detachment rate
Kfl in the second line of Eq. (7).
The effect of entropic repulsion from the detached
chain is manifested in the ratio of erf-functions, as a fac-
tor multiplying the ‘bare’ K0fl. This ratio reduces to 1
when N = 0 (i.e. without any detached chain), correctly
recovering the physical picture that only spring potential
matters in this extreme case. On the other hand, when
the detached length N grows, this ratio increases, mak-
ing the detaching process faster. Yet, for a very long de-
tached chain, it eventually reaches a plateau determined
by the ratio of the breaking distance to bond length,
namely, c/a. This acceleration pre-factor depends on the
Kuhn length b, through the relation Rg =
√
Nb2/6: at
a fixed N , a larger step length b gives a longer detached
chain Rg, thus resulting in a stronger entropic repulsion
away from the wall, and accordingly a sharper increased
rate. Figure 2(A) shows how Kmathrmfl/K
0
mathrmfl ratio
changes with the length of the free chain, for several val-
ues of b, while taking a = 1 nm, and c = 5 nm to enhance
the c/a ratio and make the effect of b more visible.
To see how the bond strength k affects Kfl, and
whether our large-k assumption leads to desirable ap-
proximated form, we plot both the numerical and ap-
proximated detachment rate (using Eqs. (5) and (7) in
Fig. 2B), with a = 1 nm, b = 1 nm, and c = 2 nm, against
k in the range that would give bond energy from 2.5 to
7.5 kBT in room temperature, with three different N
values. All these parameter values are in practical order
of the magnitude for biological systems. Note that the
diffusion coefficient D of a monomer is not a relevant pa-
rameter that would cause any error, and is chosen to be 1
nm·sec−2 for convenience to cancel the units. The results
show that Kfl decreases dramatically with k as expected
from the Boltzmann factor, Exp[−k(c − a)2/2kBT ], to
overcome the bond energy barrier in the Arrhenius ki-
netic theory, and that our approximation of Eq. (7) in
Fig. 2(B) matches well with the numerical calculation
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FIG. 2. (a) Acceleration pre-factor of the flexible chain,
Kfl/K
0
fl, plotted against the detached length N , with b/a =
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 1.4 nm (increasing along the arrow). Solid lines
are plotted without considering the hydrodynamic interaction
between the surface and the last bonded segment. The asymp-
tote at large N is shown in grey line, giving the plateau c/a.
The corrections due to the hydrodynamic effect, Eq. (9), are
shown in dashed lines, with circles being numerical results
(hydrodynamic effect included), using the same parameter
values. (b) Plot of the average detachment rate Kfl (loga-
rithmic scale) of the flexible chain against the spring constant
k, for N = 1, 3, and 15. Solid lines are produced using the
approximated expression of Eq. (7), while markers (circles,
squares and diamonds for N =1, 3 and 15, respectively) are
the corresponding numerical results estimated from Eq. (5).
(within 10 % error).
Note that our assumption that the diffusion coefficient
D is a constant independent of the monomer position
with respect to the wall is based on ignoring the vol-
ume/thickness of segments in the bead-spring model. It
is well-known that particles with non-zero volume show
a decreased mobility (and thus the local diffusion coeffi-
cient D(z) in the vicinity of a hard wall), which is due to
hydrodynamic effects of flow disruption47–50. This effect
may be important for attaching and detaching kinetics
in biological systems, for example, in the shaft dynamics
of a bacterium attached to the hard surface51. In our
system, we consider only the hydrodynamic interaction
between the hard wall and the last bonded segment, and
neglect the hydrodynamic effect from the immobilized
and other remaining monomers of the free chain, which
we take to be a Rouse chain. For a spherical particle of
radius b (we take it of the order of the segment length),
D(z) has an approximate form D∞C(z, b), where D∞
is the diffusion coefficient far away from the hard wall,
and the correction factor C(z, b) is given by the famous
expression47,49:
C(z, b) ≈ 6(z/b)
2 + 2z/b
6(z/b)2 + 9z/b+ 2
, (8)
which equals to zero at z = 0, and reaches one far away
from the wall.
The mean detachment rate we evaluated in Eq. (5)
needs to be modified, since the effective diffusion con-
stant D(z) is now under the outer integral over z, see
Ref.29. The calculation is straightforward, and we plot
its numerical result in Fig. 2(A) with circles, to illus-
trate the level of correction introduced by this hydrody-
namic effect. Since the effective diffusion is reduced near
the wall, the role of this hydrodynamic correction is to
decrease the mean detachment rate of the last bonded
monomer, although not significant for some typical val-
ues of parameters. In the same way we produced the
approximate analytical factors in Kfl/K
0
fl in Eqs. (6) and
(7), a simple approximation for the hydrodynamic cor-
rection at high lateral-bond strength k takes the form:
Kfl
K0fl
≈ erf (c/2Rg)
erf (a/2Rg)
C(c, b), (9)
which clearly shows that only the diffusion coefficient
near bond-breaking distance c matters, appearing as the
factor C(c, b). As the segment size b increases, with re-
spect to the equilibrium bond length a, the hydrody-
namic effect becomes more prominent, cf. dashed lines
in Fig. 2(A).
In summary, we exposed the origin of the entropic re-
pulsion originating from the hard wall in Sec. II A, and
further implement MFPT method to investigate how this
affects the monomer detachment rate. The result gives
an acceleration ratio [erf(c/Rg)/erf(a/Rg)] multiplying
the unbinding rate of the purely spring potential case
(i.e. Kfl0). In the long chain limit, this ratio reduces to
c/a, merely determined by the equilibrium bond length
and its breaking distance.
III. SEMI-FLEXIBLE FILAMENT
Semi-flexible chains are rigid polymers where
monomers prefer to align linearly. This tendency
is conveniently described by the famous Kratky-Porod
discrete model or the continuous Worm-like chain
model33,34, through the bending energy:
Hb =
N∑
i=0
κ
2b
(1− cos θi) ∼
∫ Nb
0
κ
2
[
d2r(s)
ds2
]2
ds , (10)
where θi is the bond angle between bond vectors of i-th
and (i + 1)-th monomers (the tangent vector for the i-
th monomer is denoted as ti), κ is the bending rigidity,
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FIG. 3. (a) A discrete presentation of a semi-flexible fila-
ment above the wall. A monomer on the wall is particularly
shown to illustrate the hard wall boundary conditions on the
bond vector t. (b) Rod-like description used in our model.
θmax and θmin are the maximum and minimum of the avail-
able rotation angle θ about the tag monomer, respectively. φ
is the bending angle between the second and third bonded
monomer.
b is the internal bond length between two neighboring
monomers, see Fig. 3(A). In the continuous version, r
is the position of the chain element, as a function the
arc length s along the semi-flexible filament. The second
derivative of r is the local curvature along the chain.
The persistence length Lp is defined as the ratio
κ/kBT , and is the length scale for the chain to roughly
retain its linear shape without significant bending fluc-
tuation. When the chain length, L ≡ Nb, is much
longer than Lp, a behavior similar to the flexible chain
is expected. Hence, we will only focus on the regime
L < Lp, as the opposite limit to the previous section.
We ignore any possible torsional effect along the chain,
and use a discrete model of the two-dimensional system,
as depicted in Fig. 3(A). As in the flexible chain case,
the bonded monomers are all assumed to be immobi-
lized in their equilibrium position of the spring potential
(at z = a), except for the last bonded monomer that
is considered as the grafting point of the remaining free
chain. Both the dangling chain end and the last bonded
monomer are subject to thermal fluctuations.
A. The effective potential of a rod-like model
The presence of a wall poses a different boundary con-
dition on its surface, compared with the flexible chain,
where monomers are strongly repelled away and cannot
reside against the wall due to great loss of configura-
tional entropy. The stiffness of semi-flexible chain can
overcome this entropic loss and force monomers to lean
on the wall. To put it differently, if the i-th monomer
rests on the wall, the tangent vectors ti−1 and ti must
point downward and upward, respectively, see Fig. 3(A)
for illustration.
This wall boundary condition is non-trivial to imple-
ment, when one tries to solve the propagator equation for
the partition function of the chain. Under a subtle as-
sumption of a long semi-flexible chain with small lateral
deflection (yet still in the regime L < Lp), the partition
function for a chain with one fluctuating end and the
other end grafted with specified position and bond ori-
entation above the wall has been obtained as a product
of z1/6 and a complicated hypergeometric function that
accounts for the orientation effect26,28. However, the in-
formation of the chain length has been lost or becomes
simply a free energy shift that plays no effect in the shape
of the effective potential, making it unsuitable in our pur-
pose (which is to investigate how this length affects the
unzipping time).
Instead of solving the propagator for the chain, we
treat the detached chain as a rigid rod, free to rotate
above the wall, as our interest lies in the regime L < Lp.
This rod-like system has only two bending energy contri-
butions. One is due to the bending angle θ between the
rod and the first polymer tangent in the bonded area,
while the other is the angle φ between the first and sec-
ond bonds therein, as shown in Fig. 3(B). Without the
dangling rod, the chain Hamiltonian solely depends on
the bent angle φ. Note that this angle φ is essentially
a function of unbinding coordinate z, described by the
relation: sinφ = (z − a)/√b2 + (z − a)2.
The hard-wall boundary condition in this rod-like
model becomes a constraint on the range of the avail-
able rotation angle θ. For L > c (c is the bond-breaking
length), this constraint can be readily obtained from tri-
angular geometry, when this rod rotates clockwise and
counter-clockwise to hit the wall, see Fig. 3(B): θmin =
cos−1(z/L)−pi/2, and θmax = − cos−1(z/L)+3pi/2. For
L < c, this has to be discussed in a piecewise way in two
regimes z > L and z ≤ L, yet this extra complexity may
be unnecessary, as one realizes that c is usually only two
or three monomers long and this L < c regime is indeed
very narrow over the entire course of the full detachment.
Alternatively, we can first find the effective potential of
L = 0 and L > c cases, then use them to estimate the de-
tachment rate, and finally interpolate to cover the L < c
regime.
Without the rod (that is, the free dangling part), the
effective potential is the sum of the spring potential plus
the bending energy, −κ(cosφ− 1)/2b:
V 0sf =
k
2
(z − a)2 − κ
2b
[
b√
b2 + (z − a)2 − 1
]
. (11)
When z = a, the bending energy in V 0sf is zero, whereas
any z-shift from a creates non-zero bending energy, in
addition to the spring potential.
For the rod with θ angle, the bending energy is:
−κ[cos(φ − θ) + cosφ − 2]/2b. The partition func-
tion is found by integrating all available rotations:∫ θmax
θmin
exp{κ[cos(φ − θ) + cosφ − 2]/2bkBT}dθ. Assum-
ing a large κ, we expect the bending energy to be lowest
around θ = φ (prefer to align linearly), and hence im-
plement Gaussian approximation around this point. The
integrand in this partition function shall decay sharply,
7under this large κ assumption. Meanwhile, we notice
that the angle θmax has the rod rotate almost into the
opposite alignment direction, far enough away from the
preferred angle φ, so to be replaced with ∞ in the inte-
gral limit. On the other side, θmin may still be close to
φ to cover the major contributions of this decaying inte-
grand, thus remains in its original form, and is the only
parameter that includes the effect of the rod length L.
Altogether, the partition function Gsf is:
Gsf ∼
∫ ∞
θmin
exp
{
Lp
2b
[
cosφ− 1
2
(θ − φ)2 − 1
]}
dθ .
(12)
The Gsf integral is straightforward, and the correspond-
ing effective potential is a spring potential plus the rod
repulsion term (−kBT lnGsf):
Vsf =
k
2
(z − a)2 − kBT
{
ln
√
pib
Lp
+
Lp
2b
(cosφ− 1) + ln
[
1 + erf
(
1
2
√
Lp
b
(φ− θmin)
)]}
≈ V 0sf(z)− kBT
{
ln
[
1 + erf
(
1
2
√
Lp
b
(φ− θmin)
)]
− ln 2
}
, (13)
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FIG. 4. Entropic potential of repulsion due to the constrained
rotation above the hard wall, plotted against the unzipping
coordinate z with increasing rod length: L = 3, 5 and 10 nm
along the arrow, while setting a = 1, b = 1, c = 2 and Lp =
20b. The asymptote of a long rod is shown in dashed line,
which intersects with z = a roughly at − ln(1/2), contributing
to a decrease in effective potential barrier of detachment.
where V 0sf is the effective potential without the free dan-
gling rod, Eq. (11), and the angle φ contains an additional
z-dependence via cosφ = b/
√
b2 + (z − a)2. The con-
stant terms are discarded in the second line of Eq. (13).
We also note that when z increases, the angle φ also
grows, making the erf-term approach 1. We hence add
the shift (− ln 2), so that Vsf overlaps with V 0sf as z reaches
the bond-breaking length c, which is more convenient to
compare the potential profiles of varied L values.
The interplay between the rod and wall is manifested
in the −kBT{ln[1 + erf(· · · )]− ln 2} term, which we plot
by setting a = 1, b = 1, c = 2 and Lp = 20 nm in Fig. 4,
with varied rod lengths L. This entropic repulsion in-
creases when z approaches zero, yet not goes to infinity
as in the flexible chain case, because semi-flexible fila-
ment allows monomers to rest on the wall and only puts
constraint on the bond-orientation. On the other hand,
when the monomer moves far away from a, the rotation
range of angle θ roughly recovers the partition function
Gsf without the constraint, that is, Eq. (12) with the in-
tegral limits ±∞. This causes the repulsion free energy
curve reduced to zero as z increases, regardless of L. In
fact, at around z = c, this repulsion almost vanishes in
Fig. 4.
A cross-over regime between these two extremes (z
close to, and very far from the wall) appears around
z = a. It is interesting to note that a long rod at
z = a can rotate only upward (thus inserting φ = 0 and
θmin = 0 in Eq. (12)). This approximately gives half of
Gsf of less constrained case at z = c, thus resulting in a
free energy increase of−kBT ln (1/2) around z = a shown
in Fig. 4. In turn, the detachment potential barrier, with
the effective potential well sitting roughly around z = a
and a zero repulsion at z = c (as explained above), de-
creases roughly by −kBT ln (1/2) as well. We will see
this (1/2)-factor contribute to the numerical factor of 2
in the mean detachment rate in the next section.
B. Mean detachment rate
The mean detachment time without the rod in the
semi-flexible chain, is calculated by inserting the effec-
tive potential Eq. (11) into Eq. (5). As stated previ-
ously, the spring constant k for practical systems can
be safely assumed to be large. We can therefore apply
the saddle point approximation for the inside integral of
Eq. (5), and replace its limits with ±∞, which rules out
the z-dependence (the same logic as we used with the
flexible chain in Sec. II B). We recognize that the sec-
ond integral has its main contribution around z = c, and
hence Taylor-expand the exponent of the inside integrand
around this point to the first order, approximating it as
an easy-to-integrate exponential which decays fast when
8z decreases from c. All these derivation details are moved
to A. The final result gives the expression for K0sf , which
is the average rate of breaking the bond of the monomer
without the dangling rod:
K0sf ≈
D(c− a)
[
k
kBT
+
Lp
2(b2+(c−a)2)3/2
]√
2k
kBT
+
Lp
b3
2
√
pi exp
[
k
2kBT
(c− a)2 + Lp2b
(
1− b√
b2+(c−a)2
)] .
(14)
The bending energy, embedded in the expression for Lp,
appears together with the bond energy as the combined
energy barrier to overcome for breaking the bond. It
appears in the activation exponential factor, while the
details of the potential shape, around the potential well
and around the bond-breaking distance, are reflected in
the numerator. For Lp = 0, K
0
sf reduces to the spring
potential case, in agreement with the expression for K0fl,
i.e. the term inside the curly bracket in Eq. (7).
When we put effective potential of the rod-like case,
Vsf(z) of Eq. (13), into the MFPT integral of Eq. (5) to
calculate the detachment rate, the algebra becomes quite
complicated, and the approximation we use before does
not lead to a clear analytical expression. Instead, we first
find the average detachment rate for the limiting case of
a very long rod, and then combine it with the rod-free
result K0sf , and the numerical calculation of the finite rod
case, in order to propose a good interpolation.
For a very long rod, the angle θmin in Eq. (13) becomes
zero. By using the resultant effective potential and fol-
lowing the similar procedures (see B for derivation), we
find the simple approximation for the mean detachment
rate in the limit of a long rod: K∞sf ≈ 2K0sf (within
10% error compared with numerical results). Perhaps,
this is not a too surprising, as we already explained be-
low Eq. (13), and illustrated in Fig. 4, that a long rod
roughly lowers the potential barrier by −kBT ln (1/2),
due to constrained rotation range around z = a (ruling
out downward half-plane rotations).
The next task is to find an interpolation factor that
reduces to one when the rod length L = 0, and reaches
2 as L → ∞, by observing how the numerical results of
the average detachment rate of a finite rod behaves. This
factor is not an exponential-related function as one would
guess at first sight, but is better fitted by the inverse of
a shifted scaling function, giving the mean detachment
rate of a finite rod as:
Ksf ≈
(
1
2
+
1
2 + 3L/
√
bLp
)−1
K0sf . (15)
This interpolation is within 10% error over a wide range
of parameter space, and even more accurate for the range
of practical biological bonded polymers, when compared
with the numerical results (see C for this comparison).
The halfway length can be defined as the rod length L∗
that makes this pre-factor mid-way between 1 and 2, giv-
ing L∗ = 2
√
Lpb/3. A more rigid chain has a longer
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FIG. 5. Acceleration pre-factor of the rod-like model,
Ksf/K
0
sf , plotted against the scaled rod length L/Lp, for
Lp = 5b, 10b, 30b and 100b. (increasing along the arrow).
halfway length, and the mean detachment rate in this
case reaches the plateau of Ksf0 more slowly while the
dangling rod length increases. This may be understood if
we realize that the angle θcr to include the major region of
the peak of Gsf shrinks, as Lp increases, making this peak
sharper. Accordingly, θmin requires a longer L to shrinks
more pronouncedly, in order to have |θmin| < |θcr| and
subsequently a reduced Gsf value that creates the en-
tropic repulsion in the effective potential.
Although it would be desirable to also include the hy-
drodynamic effect near the hard wall as in the flexible
chain, finding the diffusion coefficient of the rod end mov-
ing along the z direction is not straightforward, due to
its coupling with both translational and rotational diffu-
sion coefficients in the geometry of a rod with the hinged
end. Careful investigation of the correction factor of such
effect in D goes beyond the focus of this paper, and will
not be address it here.
The rod-like model is valid in the regime where L < Lp.
For a less rigid rod, when L = Lp, the acceleration factor
of Eq. (15) may have not yet reached its 2-limit. We plot
this pre-factor, Ksf/K
0
sf , against the scaled rod length
L/Lp, with b = 1 nm and several Lp values in Fig. 5.
Therein, the scaled halfway length, L∗/Lp, is longer for
a smaller Lp, consequently producing a smaller (Ksf/K
0
sf)
at the limit L = Lp.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We now consider the case of an irreversible one-by-
one detaching process for a polymer of N segments from
the end. Although we are aware that the exclusion of
re-combination is not realistic in biological systems such
as DNA-zippers, our aim here is merely to explore how
the entropic acceleration of the detaching rate due to the
free dangling chain could possibly affect the N -scaling of
the total detaching time. The total/cumulative detach-
ing time (excluding the possibility of recombination) can
be obtained by integrating the inverse of Eqs. (7) and
9(15) over the number of detached monomers N (equal to
L/b). For flexible polymers, the inverse of Eq. (7) is not
analytically integrable. We therefore first numerically es-
timate the non-dimensional cumulative unbinding time
τ totfl to observe its N -scaling, and then propose a possi-
ble approximation for τ totfl later. Figure 6 plots the non-
dimensional total unbinding time (τ totfl ) as a function of
N on the log-log scale, and shows that the curve switches
from the initial linear scaling law, N , to the shifted lin-
ear scaling, (aN/c), when the total length of the chain in-
creases. The lower boundary of the cross-over regime can
be readily obtained by Taylor-expanding the acceleration
ratio against N , and assuming that when the ratio of the
first correction term to the zeroth term reaches m, the
deviation of the curve starts to become important. For
the upper boundary, we solve the approximate N -value
that gives the acceleration ratio as (1 + p)a/c, where p
measures how far the curve is away from the asymptotic
plateau, (a/c). These give the expressions for the bound-
aries as: 3pim2a2/2b2 (lower) and [c2(1 + p) − a2]/2b2p
(upper), and we manually choose m = 0.5 and p = 0.02
to qualitatively cover the crossover regime. Note that the
lower boundary is insensitive to c, due to the fact that
a ≤ c and hence the variation of c inside erf(c/2Rg) be-
comes less significant than the a-value inside erf(a/2Rg),
when Rg is a small value and erf-functions almost reach
the plateau.
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FIG. 6. Non-dimensional total unbinding time for the flexible
chain plotted against N , with b = 1, a = 1.2, and c = 3
nm as an illustrative example. The cross-over regime is the
region confined by two grey lines at N = 2 and 200, where
the ‘apparent’ N -scaling changes to ∝ N0.8. The dashed lines
are the asymptotic expressions at small and large N .
The range of this crossover extends roughly from 2 to a
few hundreds of monomers, which covers the commonly-
seen polymer sizes in biological systems. Moreover, the
N -scaling in this crossover regime is changed to an ap-
parent N0.8. We note that previous study on desorp-
tion kinetics of the flexible polymer chains from the sur-
face, gives this N -scaling exponent ≈ 2, Ref.7. This
discrepancy originates from the different configuration
assumed for the zipped (bonded) state. In our model,
we assume that monomers are detaching in an orderly
way on the premise that the bonding is strong and only
the detachment at the end of bonded monomers matters,
whereas Ref.7 uses a randomly-bonded configuration for
the bonded region (it does not assume a fixed number
of bonded sites) and, importantly, the chain length be-
tween two neighboring bonded monomers is assumed to
be larger than bN3/5, so that they can apply the meso-
scopic blob model to describe the chain configuration52.
These blobs in the bonded region provide additional con-
figurational entropy that would more or less stabilize the
zipped state, which one expects to slow the entire un-
binding process.
In contrast, our model does not allow any distance be-
tween two bonded sites (we assume it to be the Kuhn
length b and not much stretchable). In fact, in biological
zippers such as microtubules and DNA, the lateral bonds
between two parallel filaments are not really random (the
bonding sites need to match the correct sites to form
bonds). The simulation of the unzipping of Y-shaped
DNA which excluded the effect of DNA-looping showed
that this N -scaling of the unbinding time is ≈ 153, which
corresponds to the case where no hard wall appears, and
explains that the difference in configurations assumed for
zipped states could cause the different N -scaling in kinet-
ics. The decreased exponent in N -scaling in our model
originates from the switch between the two linear scal-
ings is driven by the entropic repulsion away from the
hard wall.
The approximated formula for τ totfl (N) can be ob-
tained by separating the original integral over N into
two smaller integrals in the small- and large-N regimes,
respectively, and utilising the first term of Bu¨rmann se-
ries for erf-function: erf(x) ≈ [1− exp(−x2)]1/2, followed
by Taylor-expansion of the resultant function inside the
square root in the large-N regime. This gives the non-
dimensional cumulative unbinding time approximately
as:
τ totfl
τ0fl
≈ 1 + a
c
(N − 1) + 3ac
8b2
(
1− a
2
c2
)
ln
(
1 +
N − 1
ν
)
,where ν=
1
b
(
8b2 + 3c2 − 3a2)+√4b2 + 3a2 − 3c2
8b+ 2 (8b2 + 3c2 − 3a2) /√4b2 + 3c2 − 3a2 . (16)
τ0fl is the unbinding time required when without free dan-
gling chain, namely 1/K0fl defined below Eq. (7). The
first two terms of Eq. (16) give the large-N asymptote
(aN/c), and the last term is the correction for small N .
The parameter ν represents the length of the free dan-
gling end governing the sharpness of the transition be-
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tween two regimes in Fig. 6; it depends on the geometric
parameters of the bond: a and c, and Kuhn length of
the chain b. Yet, ν only varies between 1.6 and 4.5 for
c between 2b and 5b, with a ≈ b, qualitatively consis-
tent with the lower boundary of cross-over we proposed
earlier (both would give small numbers for the occur-
rence of cross-over). The characteristic length `fl for the
crossover may be estimated by finding the intersection
of τ totfl with the linear function that has the mean slope
of these two asymptotic N -scalings (so that this function
sits right in the mid-region in between them). Mathemat-
ically, it is to solve the N -value satisfying the equation:
τ totfl = (1 + a/c)Nτ
0
fl/2. Although the exact analytical
solution for this equation is not available, a good ap-
proximation, valid over the range of practical parameter
values for biological zipped filaments, takes the form:
`fl ≈ 2 + 9ac
8b2
(
1 +
a
c
)
. (17)
This characteristic length `fl decreases as the Kuhn
length b increases, because as shown in Fig. 2(A), a
larger b shrinks the decay length for the acceleration ratio
for the unbinding time, making it approach the large-N
asymptote faster (and also the same for the cumulative
unbinding time). On the other hand, `fl increases as a
and c increases, with quadratic and linear dependence,
respectively.
For semi-flexible filaments in our model, the non-
dimensional total unbinding time is obtained by directly
integrating the acceleration pre-factor in Eq. (15) over
the filament length N (use the relation L = Nb), giving:
τ totsf
τ0sf
≈ N
2
+
1
3
√
Lp
b
ln
(
1 +
3
2
√
b
Lp
N
)
. (18)
τ0sf is defined as 1/K
0
sf of Eq. (14). A switching behav-
ior similar to Fig. 6 for the flexible chain also emerges.
However, the change of the ‘apparent’ scaling exponent in
the cross-over regime is not as pronounced as for the flex-
ible chain, with this exponent being roughly 0.9 (prob-
ably due to a slower decay of the acceleration ratio in
unbinding time and a smaller asymptotic value in the
long chain limit, compared with the flexible chain). The
characteristic length `sf for this cross-over of two asymp-
totic N -scalings may be obtained by solving the equation
τ totsf = (1 + 1/2)Nτ
0
sf/2, which gives:
`sf ≈ 1.675
√
Lp
b
. (19)
Equation (19) indicates a longer `sf -length for a more
rigid filament. It is not surprising, as we already saw the
same tendency in the acceleration ratio (Ksf/K
0
sf), see
Eq. (15). We could use the similar procedures to define
the lower boundary of the cross-over, by finding the N
value at the intersection of τ totsf with 0.9Nτ
0
sf (the num-
ber 0.9 is chosen to give 10% deviation from asymptote
at small N), and we obtain the expression: 0.36
√
Lp/
√
b.
Although this boundary grows with increased Lp, its
value changes slowly from 1 to 5, when Lp increases from
10b to 500b. On the other hand, at L = Lp, the un-
binding time τsf for the last bonded monomer with a
rigid rod, namely 1/Ksf of Eq. (15) is about to approach
the asymptote of a long rod. This L-point can there-
fore be treated as the upper boundary for the cross-over
regime. But note that due to our rod assumption (re-
quiring L ≤ Lp), the non-dimensional total unbinding
time never fully collapses into the asymptote L/2b in the
long rod limit. This phenomenon becomes more recog-
nizable in less stiff filaments (a similar tendency in the
acceleration ratio Ksf/K
0
sf).
In this paper, we apply the MFPT method to calcu-
late the step-by-step detachment kinetic rate, by using a
picture of a polymer attached to a hard-wall substrate,
and study how the entropic repulsion from this wall con-
straint could affect the average time of monomer unbind-
ing as the free dangling length grows. We find that for
a flexible polymer, the mean rate of monomer unbinding
is enhanced by a ratio [erf(c/2Rg)/erf(a/2Rg)], depend-
ing on the lateral-bond details and the radius of gyration
of the free dangling chain, Rg. This ratio approaches
(c/a), as Rg increases. For a semi-flexible filament de-
taching from the substrate, we explore the regime where
the free unbound length L is smaller than the persis-
tence length Lp, and present it as a rigid rod rotating
about the last bonded monomer above a wall. We also
find an acceleration factor approximately described by
the expression:
[
1/2 + 1/(2 + 3L/
√
Lpb)
]−1
, which re-
duces to 2 for a long rod, reflecting the fact that only
half of the rotation angles are available due to the wall
constraint. The increase length of this ratio is propor-
tional to
√
Lpb. However, note that the validity of our
rod-like model only holds when the condition L ≤ Lp is
satisfied. The estimated acceleration ratio at L = Lp for
less stiff filaments does not really reach the asymptotic
value 2, but as the bending rigidity increases, this ratio
gradually approaches this value.
Semi-flexible filament in the regime L Lp is similar
to a flexible polymer, and is expected to recover the same
acceleration factor as in the flexible chain case, with the
Kuhn length being roughly of the Lp-magnitude. The
cross-over from the rod-like model to flexible chain de-
scription is non-trivial, in the sense that the accelera-
tion ratio first decreases to a value somewhat near 2 at
L = Lp, then has to increase a bit due to a few more ro-
tational angles becoming available along the increasingly
bendable free filament, which eases the entropic repul-
sion, and then eventually decrease to the long-flexible
chain limit (c/a).
For both flexible chain and semi-flexible filament in
an irreversible unbinding process, the cumulative/total
detaching time shows a cross-over between two linear
asymptotic N -scalings. The apparent N -scaling expo-
nent in this cross-over regime is decreased to smaller than
one, due to the entropic driving force. In this paper, we
only studied the entropic driving force in the detaching
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process. In fact, some other important driving factors
for unbinding include lateral pulling force at the poly-
mer end (in DNA), and a natural local curvature along
the filament contour length (in microtubules). The lat-
eral pulling force will add a factor Exp(fz′/kBT ) to the
partition function of Eq. (2) for the flexible chain, which
later needs to be integrated over z′, while an energy term
−fL sin θ to our effective potential of Eq. (13) for the
semi-flexible filament. On the other side, the natural cur-
vature will apparently breaks the geometry of a straight
rod, and requires a new geometry model to deal with.
These topics will be addressed in our future work.
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Appendix A: Derivation of K0sf
In this section, we calculate the MFPT of the rod-free case to obtain the expression in Eq. (14). The inverse of
this MFPT then is the detaching rate which we use in the main context. We will use the non-dimensional variable
in our derivations for the benefit of neatness, and then transform the final result back to the dimensional form. We
choose the segment length b and the thermal energy kBT as conversion units, writing a˜ = a/b, c˜ = c/b, L˜p = Lp/b
and V˜ 0eff = V
0
eff/kBT . In this way, the non-dimensional form of MFPT integral in Eq. (5) becomes:
τ˜0sf ≡
τ0sfD
b2
=
∫ c˜
a˜
eV˜
0
sf (z˜)
(∫ z˜
0
e−V˜
0
sf (x˜)dx˜
)
dz˜ , with V˜ 0sf(z˜) =
k˜
2
(z˜ − a˜)2 − L˜p
2
[
1√
1 + (z˜ − a˜)2 − 1
]
. (A.1)
Under the large-k assumption, we apply the Gaussian approximation to Exp(−V˜ 0sf) in the first integral of Eq. (A.1),
and further replace the integral limits with ±∞, giving:∫ ∞
−∞
Exp
[
−1
4
(2k˜ + L˜p) (x˜− a˜)2
]
dx˜ =
2
√
pi√
2k˜ + L˜p
. (A.2)
The second integral of Eq. (A.1) can be dealt with by Taylor-expanding the exponent of the inside integrand around
z˜ = c˜ to the first order (giving an exponential function), because the effective potential increases when the monomer
moves towards c˜ from the position a˜, meaning the major contribution is around z˜ = c˜. We further replace the lower
integral limit a˜ with −∞, for this approximated exponential function decays fast when z˜ decreases from c˜, altogether
giving: ∫ c˜
−∞
Exp
{
k˜
2
(c˜− a˜)2 + L˜p
2
(
1− 1√
1 + (c˜− a˜)2
)
+ (c˜− a˜)
[
k˜ +
L˜p
2 (1 + (c˜− a˜)2)3/2
]
(z˜ − c˜)
}
dz˜
=
1
(c˜− a˜)
[
k˜ +
L˜p
2(1+(c˜−a˜)2)3/2
]Exp[ k˜
2
(c˜− a˜)2 + L˜p
2
(
1− 1√
1 + (c˜− a˜)2
)]
. (A.3)
The product of Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) gives the MFPT without the rod:
τ˜0sf ≈
2
√
pi Exp
[
k˜
2 (c˜− a˜)2 + L˜p2
(
1− 1√
1+(c˜−a˜)2
)]
(c˜− a˜)
[
k˜ +
L˜p
2(1+(c˜−a˜)2)3/2
]√
2k˜ + L˜p
. (A.4)
Transforming this τ˜0sf expression back into the dimensional form gives the final result of τ
0
sf in Eq. (14). Without
doubt, if one applies Gaussian approximation to the second integral of MFPT calculation (instead of stopping at the
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first order correction as above), a more accurate τ0sf expression can be obtained. Here, we only present the final result
with this improvement:
τ˜0sf ≈
2
√
pi Exp
[
k˜
2 (c˜− a˜)2 + L˜p2
(
1− 1√
1+(c˜−a˜)2
)]
(c˜− a˜)
[
k˜ +
L˜p
2(1+(c˜−a˜)2)3/2
]√
2k˜ + L˜p
1 + k˜ − (2(c˜−a˜)
2−1)L˜p
2(1+(c˜−a˜)2)5/2
(c˜− a˜)2
(
k˜ +
L˜p
2(1+(c˜−a˜)2)3/2
)2
 . (A.5)
Appendix B: Derivation of K∞sf
A similar procedure to A is applied here, also in the non-dimensional formalism. The effective potential of a long
rod is obtained by inserting θmin = 0 into Vsf of Eq. (13). Its non-dimensional expression takes the form:
V˜∞sf (z˜) = V˜
0
sf(z˜)− ln
[
1 + erf
(
φ
2
√
L˜p
)]
, (B.1)
where all the non-dimensional parameters and variables are defined above Eq. (A.1), V˜ 0sf is given in Eq. (A.1), and
φ = sin−1
[
(z˜ − a˜)/√1 + (z˜ − a˜)2], with its expression in terms of dimensional parameters given below Eq. (13).
We put the new effective potential V˜∞sf into the MFPT integral of Eq. (A.1). In order to apply the Gaussian
approximation to the first integral, we have to first find its saddle point by solving the equation: ∂V˜∞sf /∂z˜ = 0. Since
k˜ is assumed to be strong, it is expected that this saddle point, z˜∗, has only a small shift to the spring potential well
z˜ = a˜. We write z˜∗ = a˜+m and put this form into the saddle point equation ∂V˜∞sf /∂z˜ = 0. Therein, we further use
Taylor-expansion around m = 0 to first order (since m is only a small shift), and solve the equation of m to obtain
the saddle point as:
z˜∗ = a˜+
2
√
piL˜p
2k˜pi + (2 + pi) L˜p
, (B.2)
which gradually decreases to a˜, when either k˜ or L˜p increases, meaning that in the case of a strong spring spring or
stiff filament, the monomer tends to stay in its equilibrium position of the original potential (without the entropic
effect from the rod) as expected.
The Gaussian approximation for the integrand Exp(−V˜∞sf ), with z˜∗ of Eq. (B.2) inserted, give the zeroth-oder term
as:
0th order =
−2pik˜
L˜p
(
2 + pi + 2pik˜
L˜p
)2 + L˜p2
 1√
1 +
4piL˜p
(2L˜p+2pik˜+piL˜p)
2
− 1
+ ln
1 + erf
 √pi√(
2 + pi + 2pik˜
L˜p
)2
+ 4pi
L˜p

 .
(B.3)
We notice that 4piL˜p/
(
2L˜p + 2pik˜ + piL˜p
)2
in the second term on the right side of the equation is actually a small
term in the large-k˜ regime. Hence the second term can be approached by: −pi/
[
2 + pi + 2pi(k˜/L˜p)
]2
. Also, inside the
erf-function above, 4pi/L˜p is negligible compared with the square term in the denominator. Altogether, we simplify
the zeroth-order term as:
0th order ≈
−pi
(
2k˜ + L˜p
)
L˜p
(
2 + pi + 2pik˜
L˜p
)2 + ln
1 + erf
 √pi
2 + pi + 2pik˜
L˜p
 . (B.4)
The same procedures can be applied to simply the Gaussian term. The result gives a general form Exp[−0.5k˜ −
AL˜p(· · · ) + B], where the last term B cannot extract any k˜ or L˜p factors out, and is negligible (verified by plotting
these three terms against L˜p at varied k˜ values over a wide range). We will hence drop off this irrelevant term B.
On the other hand, although the coefficient A has a complicated form, with the ratio k˜/L˜p being the only parameter
embedded inside, it is a rather flat function which is insensitive to the change of this ratio, and can be described
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very well by the value 3/8. Since all these calculations are straightforward, we only present the final approximated
expression here:
Gaussian term ≈ Exp
[
−
(
k˜
2
+
3L˜p
8
)
(z˜ − z˜∗)2
]
. (B.5)
Combining Eqs. (B.4) and (B.5), the first integral in the MFPT becomes:
∫ ∞
−∞
e−V˜
∞
eff (x˜)dx˜ =
2
√
2pi√
4k˜ + 3L˜p
1 + erf
 √pi
2 + pi + 2pik˜
L˜p
Exp
 −pi
(
2k˜ + L˜p
)
L˜p
(
2 + pi + 2pik˜
L˜p
)2
 . (B.6)
In the second integral of MFPT expression, we Taylor-expand the exponent of the integrand Exp(V˜∞eff ) around z˜ = c˜
to the first order, giving an exponential function that decays fast when z˜ decreases from c˜. Following this approach,
the zeroth-order term for this exponential is:
0th order =Exp
 k˜2 (c˜− a˜)2 + L˜p2
(
1− 1√
1 + (c˜− a˜)2
)
− ln
1 + erf

√
L˜p
2
sin−1
(
c˜− a˜√
1 + (c˜− a˜)2
)
≈ 1
2
Exp
[
k˜
2
(c˜− a˜)2 + L˜p
2
(
1− 1√
1 + (c˜− a˜)2
)]
, (B.7)
where the ln-term is roughly ln 2 with L˜p larger than 5, when inserting the practical values for a˜ and c˜ (the parameter
range is stated in Sec. II A). On the other side, the first-order expansion of the exponent gives:
first order = Exp
[
(c˜− a˜)
[
k˜ +
L˜p
2 (1 + (c˜− a˜)2)3/2
]
− F
]
(z˜ − c˜) , (B.8)
with F =
√
L˜p Exp
(
−L˜pφ2c/4
)
√
pi
[
1 + (c˜− a˜)2
] [
1 + erf
(√
L˜p
2 φc
)] .
φc is the φ-angle at z˜ = c˜. The F -term is negligible compared with other terms in the exponent, due to its exponential-
decay nature as L˜p increases. Using this simplification for Eq. (B.8) and together with Eq. (B.7), the second integral
for the MFPT expression takes the form:
∫ c
−∞
eV˜
∞
sf (z˜)dz˜ =
Exp
[
k˜
2 (c˜− a˜)2 + L˜p2
(
1− 1√
1+(c˜−a˜)2
)]
2(c˜− a˜)
[
k˜ +
L˜p
2(1+(c˜−a˜)2)3/2
] . (B.9)
Note that here we have already replaced the original lower integral boundary a˜ with −∞, due to large-k˜ assumption.
Combining Eqs. (B.6) and (B.9), we arrive at the expression for the MFPT in a long-rod case:
τ˜∞sf ≈
√
2k˜ + L˜p
8k˜ + 6L˜p
1 + erf
 √pi
2 + pi + 2pik˜
L˜p
Exp
 −pi
(
2k˜ + L˜p
)
L˜p
(
2 + pi + 2pik˜
L˜p
)2
 τ˜0sf . (B.10)
We examine this pre-factor over a wide range of k˜ and L˜p values, while setting 1 ≤ a˜ ≤ 1.5 and 2 ≤ c˜ ≤ 3, and
discover that this factor is almost a fixed constant sitting between 0.497 and 0.505, insensitive to the variation of
these parameters. We therefore substitute the value 0.5 for this pre-factor, obtaining the expression used in the main
context: τ∞sf ≈ τ0sf/2 and hence K∞sf ≈ 2K0sf .
Appendix C: Numerical comparison of Ksf
In this section, we compare the numerical calculation and approximation for acceleration pre-factor (Ksf/K
0
sf)
from Eq. (15). We specifically focus on the Lp-effect on the error, while choosing b = 1, a = 1 and c = 2 nm and
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FIG. 7. (A) The acceleration ratio, Ksf/K
0
sf , plotted against the rod length L, with Lp=50 nm (rigid filament, upper curve)
and 10 nm (less stiff filament, lower curve). Numerical results are shown as dots, while solid lines are produced by Eq. (15).
(B) The percentage error for Ksf/K
0
sf , plotted against the scaled rod length L/Lp, at different spring strength k and persistence
length Lp. The squares, triangles, and circles are estimated at Lp = 100, 50 and 10 nm, while with k = 10 (connected by the
red dashed line), 15 (blue dotted), 20 (orange solid) kBT · nm−2.
keeping these values fixed. In order to examine solely the accuracy of the approximation for the (Ksf/K
0
sf)-ratio, we
deliberately compute both Ksf and K
0
sf numerically (by inserting the effective potential of Eqs. (11) and (13) into
the MFPT integral, respectively), instead of using the approximation for K0sf , namely, Eqs. (14) or (A.5) which may
be another source of error. We plot the numerical results and the approximation Eq. (15) against rod length L on
Fig. 7(A), at fixed spring strength k = 10 kBT · nm−2 such that the bond energy is 5 kBT, for a rigid and a less stiff
filament (Lp = 50 and 10 nm). We remind that the effective potential in the rod-like model only holds in the regime
c < L, see the argument in Sec. III A. We do not have the needed potential in the MFPT integral, to estimate the
unbinding rate Ksf in the regime 0 < L < c. Therefore, the numerical results in this region L ≤ c will not be showed.
Figure 7(A) shows that our approximation does capture the trend of the numerical curves, and that the deviation is
the largest at L ≈ c and decreases as L increases. The cause for this phenomenon (higher error occurring near L = c)
is due to the limitation of using interpolation method to cover the region 0 < L < c.
To further explore the magnitude of the error, we divide the ratio (Ksf/K
0
sf) given in Eq. (15) by the numerical
results estimated from direct MFPT integral, and plot its error percentage against the scaled rod length, L/Lp, in
three groups of different k and Lp values, on Fig. 7(B). Within each group, the Lp value is held the same and only
k-values are changed to produce three curves. We choose Lp = 10, 50 and 100 nm, with k = 10, 15 and 20 kBT ·nm−2,
to cover the range of the bond energy commonly seen in biological systems (from 5 to 10 kBT ). Figure 7(B) shows that
the error of our approximation is almost within 5 %, except for the point near L = c (10 % error there), for all curves.
The increase of filament rigidity seems to increase error percentage, and one may worry that this approximation is
not suitable beyond the range of Lp-values we investigate. However, it shall not be a major concern, because the
persistence length Lp of 100 nm will contribute to a bending penalty of 27.64 kBT to unbind (estimated by using
the bending energy term inside Eq. (11) with z = c) without the assistance of external pulling forces. This energy
penalty is so high that one would expect this reaction unlikely to occur, or simply too slow to be an important kinetic
process. And even at such large-Lp value (Lp = 100 nm), our approximation is still within 10 % error.
